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Abstract:
Two new Properzi lines, based on a new technology and process, are currently operating in China
processing special aluminum alloy wires. This innovation transforms the aluminum welding wire
production process by going from ingot to continuously cast 6 mm wire and subsequent cold rolling to 2.2
mm wire. Remarkable savings in annealing steps and overall production are illustrated.
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CHINA ENTERS INTO MODERNITY WITH PROPERZI

Aluminium Welding Technology
Three brand new Italian Lines for specialty alloy wires
on stream in 2019
Today, China is the industrial giant. Incredible numbers show how this country is booming in all industry sectors.
These are the latest available statistics for raw metals used mainly for construction:

In both cases, China represents about half the volume of the entire world.
Industries like transportation, naval, and particularly automotive require more and more aluminium sheets,
rods, cast parts and anything that can possibly be used to reduce the weight of everything that moves on
streets, rails, seas or rivers.
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Aluminium cars, buses, trains and ships are making more use of the light metal, and welding of these bodies
demand aluminium alloys (wires) that are produced with leading-edge technology possessed by only a few
companies worldwide. Aluminium welding wire alloys are a very limited niche production from a tonnage point
of view, but highly demanding on a technological level because welding complex alloys can present quite a
challenge. High thermal conductivity and low melting procedures are needed. Also, feeding aluminium welding
wire during gas-metal-arc-welding (GMAW) presents a challenge because the wire is soft, has a long column
strength, and tends to tangle at the drive roll.

The following alloys are used for Mig wires and Tig filler rod straight lengths:
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In addition, the above alloys
and others from the 2000 and
7000 series are used in
numerous
mechanical
applications.
For welding purposes the
most
common
final
production diameters range
between 1.20 and 1.60 mm.
However, smaller diameters
such as 0.90 mm or larger
ones such as 3.20 mm are
also used.

Properzi CCW Line in China - 2018

Since 2017 three important Chinese companies selected the latest Properzi technology to better serve the
booming aluminium welding industry of the eastern giant. Undoubtedly, this is a great result and brings much
satisfaction to our company, but most of the time behind success there is a story of struggle and strain.
In fact, 20 years ago Giulio Properzi proposed an innovative system to the Aluminium Industry for the
production of difficult aluminium alloys. This innovative system was driven by four considerations:





These alloys are required in relatively small quantities
A small dedicated system producing continuous cast wire instead of rod facilitates the savings of CAPEX
(Capital Expenditures) and OPEX (Operational Expenditures)
A smaller cast bar renders the production of difficult alloys much easier
Part of the wire annealing cost can be saved

The key point of the Continuous Cast Wire (CCW) Line idea was the Microrolling® machine’s ability to roll down
to 3.2 mm diameter and even 2 mm or 1.8 mm.
The Properzi rolling technology was based on the three rolls concept from day one because a rolling sequence is
always a headache, if not a nightmare. Three rolls contain the spread of the metal under the rolling forces much
better than two rolls, especially when temperature, type of alloy and/or roll surfaces change.
The study of the rolling sequence in a multi-stand monoblock rolling mill driven by only one motor was constant
throughout the years but only finalized and mathematically completed in 1980.
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At that time Giulio Properzi
made available to the industry
the possibility to cold roll 9.5 mm
rod of high strength alloys down
to 2.0 mm as an alternative to
the traditional drawing system.
Because of the advantage of
reducing the annealing steps, the
largest
manufacturers
of
specialty welding alloys and
mechanical wires in Europe and
America utilize the Properzi
Microrolling® Mill. Well aware
that
producing
a
wire
continuously from molten metal
was a revolution that needed to
be
demonstrated with a
prototype before presenting it to
The CCW Line in our factory – 1997
the market, Giulio Properzi
decided to invest a considerable amount of money during a time when governmental assistance to mediumsmall companies in Italy was equal to zero.
The
Continuous
Cast Wire Line, or
CCW Line as it was
called, was installed
at the ContinuusProperzi
factory
during the 1997
Wire
Association
International
Technical
Conference (ITC).
The operation of
the CCW line was
demonstrated
to
the
conference
Giulio Properzi (centre) with visitors observing the CCW Line during a demonstration of
attendees
who Continuus-Properzi’s latest development - 1997
were
mainly
American and European. The Conference was held in Stresa, Italy and remains one of the most successful ITCs in
WAI’s history.
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After two days filled with a vast program of technical papers at the
Regina Palace Hotel on the fascinating Lake Maggiore, practically half of
the total 220 Delegates and 20 spouses were moved to Sordio on the
third day for the non-ferrous plant visit.
No one at Continuus-Properzi has any memory of the technical papers
presented that year! During the presentations, everyone was on the
phone following the latest disappointing news from the trials at the
factory; the coiling system was not working properly and the plant visit
was growing nearer. Fortunately, like in a movie, within a few hours of
the door opening, the problems were resolved and an operational CCW
Line could be presented to the visitors.
Coil produced on CCW Line - 1997

After the inauguration the Properzi team
operated the CCW Line from time to time for 2+
years with many tests on different mechanical
and welding alloys. It was promoted through
several technical papers and advertisements. The
Italian Welding Association also approved some
3.20 mm wire. But the reaction of the Industry
was zero and the line remained idle for some
years until it attracted the interest of an unlikely
company, one that was not specialized in high
strength alloys.
Sometimes if you are too far ahead, you
stand alone.

2.15 mm Wire being spooled at 25 m/sec.

The 1997 CCW version had a
reverberatory furnace with a 6 ton
capacity; the casting machine had 1.5 tph
rate (E.C.) and the cast bar, around 600
mm2, was reduced by the special
Microrolling® Mill to 3.20 mm wire with a
maximum exit speed of 20 m/sec.
It was clear from the first cast that the
small size of the bar was beneficial in
controlling the solidification parameters
especially with alloys containing Mg in
the range of 5% or Si in the range of 6 –
12%.
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But as previously mentioned, there was a gap of 20 years before a specific request was received for a complete
welding wire plant starting from the raw metal with a CCW Line and going downstream to the finished product.
It came from a Chinese company; it happens frequently that the New Countries are more open to novelty and
innovation than the Old World.
The first enquiry requested a maximum yearly production of 5,000 tons of welding alloys. Our scope of supply
was to include all the equipment to start from ingot and encompass all the intermediate steps to the final
products: coils of welding wires and welding sticks/rod.
The traditional process described below is still being used today. The first step of the traditional process is the
procurement of 9.5 mm rod coils, each weighing 2+ tons, from the few companies able to supply such alloys.
Coils of 5183 or 5556 alloys are supplied by only a handful of aluminium rod producers in the world; all of which
have Continuus-Properzi CCR Lines (either Properzi or Clecim technology). They are medium sized CCR lines, 5-8
tph, with high transformation cost; the premium on these coils is remarkable and the shipping cost is very high
due to the distance from the rod producers (sometimes transatlantic shipment is needed).
The second step is a drawing operation to an intermediate diameter followed by annealing and then drawing,
then annealing, drawing, shaving, cutting and packaging.
The Properzi process, initially developed in 1997 and sold for the first time in 2017, provides an advantageous
alternative production method for these specialty alloys. The new Properzi process starts by melting the ingots
and preparing the alloy in a continuous or batch mode, then casting with a Properzi wheel and belt machine and
direct rolling of the bar with a special break-down mill followed by an 8-stand finishing Microrolling® mill down
to 6 mm. This diameter is coiled with a double automatic take-up into standard 2-ton tight coils.
The 6 mm exit diameter has been selected for two reasons: one is the reduction of the exit speed that simplifies
the continuous automatic coiling operation; the other one is the use of two almost identical Microrolling®
machines: one for the finishing hot rolling, and the other for the subsequent cold rolling which replaces the
traditional break-down drawing machine.

2H Stand breakdown and 8-Stand finishing Microrolling® Mill
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CCW Line – 2018 layout

So, the second step is a second 8-stand cold Microrolling® mill where the 6 mm wire enters with about 20%
elongation and exits at 25 m/sec with about 3% elongation and a diameter of 2.15 mm. After this, the only
annealing of the entire process, if necessary, takes place before the final drawing, shaving and cutting operation.
This new process was supplied to the Chinese customer that made the first enquiry.
In one place, technological and advanced products are obtained from raw metal with full control of all
operations and consistent energy and labor savings.
Between the casting machine and the rolling mill these modern lines are equipped with a rotary bar shear, a bar
straightener, a bar scalping (milling) machine and a bar induction heater, items that were absent from the
prototype of 1997.

Partial view of a modern line with bar straightener, scalping machine and induction heater
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Elongation and Strength
For mechanical and/or welding alloys applications, the maximum strength or tensile for that particular alloy is
required for the finished product.
However, during the working phase only a high elongation allows further steps without an expensive annealing
process. In our case, using the traditional cold rolling methods, one annealing may be necessary before
processing the continuous 9.5 mm rod and, depending upon the alloy, other intermediate annealing operations
may be necessary before going down to 2 mm.

Many coils produced with Properzi CCW Line!
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For many alloys, a combination of hot rolling and cold rolling avoids any annealing until the diameter is around 2
mm. It is then annealed and goes to the subsequent finishing operation by a drawing machine that provides the
desired tensile strength or mechanical characteristics to the finished product.
Compared to the traditional process, this innovative
Properzi process offers several economic advantages
that prompted a second and then a third Chinese
customer to invest in this technology. China is
preparing for the future that foresees 30 million cars
and 10 million buses or trucks per annum and 500
railroad cars per week!
The modern CCW integrated process is flexible,
appropriately sized, energy efficient, and
controllable from molten metal to the final product.
Coil of 6 mm diameter wire continuously cast on the CCW Line

The Properzi CCW Line coupled with the Microrolling® machine is the optimal process for highly specialized
production plants making aluminium welding wires and mechanical alloys.

By: Valdimir Djukic and Giuseppe Marcantoni
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